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Abstract Recent experimental results on detonation lim-
its are reported in this paper. A parametric study was
carried out to determine the minimum tube diameters
for steady detonation propagation in five different hy-
drocarbon fuel-oxygen combustible mixtures and in five
polycarbonate test tube diameters ranging from 50 mm
down to a small scale of 1.5 mm. The wave propagation
in the tube was monitored by optical fibers. By decreas-
ing the initial pressure, hence the sensitivity of the mix-
ture, the onset of limits is indicated by an abrupt drop
in the steady detonation velocity after a short distance
of travel. From the measured wave velocities inside the
test tube, the critical pressure corresponding to the limit
and the minimum tube diameters for the propagation of
the detonation can be obtained. The present experimen-
tal results are in good agreement with previous studies
and show that the measured minimum tube diameters
can be reasonably estimated on the basis of the λ/3 rule
over a wide range of conditions, where λ is the detona-
tion cell size. These new data shall be useful for safety
assessment in process industries and in developing and
validating models for detonation limits.
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1 Introduction

Detonation is a self-sustained combustion driven wave
that propagates at supersonic speed. It is different from
deflagration which is the subsonic combustion propagat-
ing via diffusion mechanism. Due to their destructive na-
ture, unintentional detonation phenomena are issues of
high concern in process industries for safety assessment
[1-4]. On the other hand, it is also because of its com-
bustion properties that a controlled detonation with safe
operation procedure has several benefits in practical en-
gineering application, for example, in coating technology
(e.g., [5-7]), as well as new propulsion system design par-
ticularly in recent decade the concept of pulse detonation
engines (e.g., [8-10]) and microreactor devices (e.g., [11,
12]). Either for suppressing unintentional detonation or
safely using its controlled propagation a thorough knowl-
edge of the conditions under which a detonation can be
favorably initiated and its propagation can be sustained
is of interest for many engineering applications and in-
dustrial processes.

Detonation limit generally refers to the condition,
outside of which the detonation wave fails to propagate
[13]. Although the detonation limit can be defined in a
number of ways and in fact depends on a combination of
many factors, e.g., tube diameter, the initial thermody-
namic state of the mixture and the mixture composition,
etc., here in this study ‘limit’ is defined as the minimum
tube diameter where the influence of boundary condi-
tions leads to the onset of detonation limit and below
which a detonation fails to propagate. From the engi-
neering point-of-view, detonation limit is equivalent to
the conventional safety parameter of quenching distance
or maximum experimental safe gap (MESG) for defla-
gration used commonly for safety assessment [14], how-
ever the mechanism of failure is totally different due to
various distinct physical processes that control the prop-
agation. In any case, the detonation limit is particularly
important to the design of detonation arrestors which is
essentially an obstruction that is placed in the path of
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Fig. 1 A schematic of the experimental apparatus.

a detonation to quench the chemical reactions and the
propagation of the detonation further downstream, for
example in a pipeline [15]. It is also important in the de-
sign of detonation-based micro-thrusters to ensure that
a detonation can propagate through the microchannel
of different inner diameters; Similarly in microreactor
devices safety requires the description of the extended
range of operation conditions to know whether an explo-
sion can propagate through the microchannel and cause
ignition in a subsequent volume containing detonative
materials [11].

In this study, new experiments were performed to in-
vestigate the limit phenomenon in long test tubes with
a wide range of diameters (from 50.8 mm down to 1.5
mm in diameter) in a number of different stoichiometric
fuel-oxygen-diluent mixtures. For the purpose of safety
engineering, critical limits or the minimum tube diam-
eters for the steady detonation propagation were deter-
mined from the experimental measurements in a number
of hydrocarbon combustible mixtures. Using the present
results, this study further establishes the applicability of
the λ/3 rule (where λ denotes the detonation cell size)
to estimate the minimum tube diameter for detonation
propagation over an extended range in diameter scale [2,
13].

2 Experimental details

The detonation tube used in the present study consists
of a steel driver section 65 mm diameter and 1.3 m long.
The polycarbonate test tube of various diameters is at-
tached to the end of the driver tube. Five different diam-
eters, D = 1.5, 3.2, 12.7, 31.7 and 50.8 mm, were used in
the present study with total tube length L = 2438, 2438,
4118, 4118, 4118 mm, respectively. Detonation was initi-

 

Fig. 2 Sample signals from the optical detectors.

ated by a high energy spark discharge and a short length
of Shchelkin spiral was also inserted downstream of the
spark plug to promote detonation initiation. For exper-
iments with the small diameter tubes of 1.5 mm and
3.2 mm in diameter, a 1.5-long driver section filled with
a more sensitive mixture (stoichiometric C2H2 + 2.5O2)
was used to facilitate detonation initiation and to ensure
a Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) wave was formed prior to the
detonation wave entering the test section. A schematic
of the experimental apparatus and the flow sheet of the
set-up are shown in Fig. 1.

Five explosives mixtures, i.e., C2H2+2.5O2 + 85%Ar,
C2H2 + 2.5O2 + 70%Ar, C2H2 + 5N2O, C3H8 + 5O2,
CH4 + 2O2 were tested and studied. These fuel/O2 com-
positions cover a wide range of detonation instability,
from very stable ones with regular cellular patterns to
highly unstable mixtures with irregular cellular detona-
tion structures [16]. For safety engineering purposes, only
the most explosive composition of each of these mix-
tures, i.e., the stochiometric condition, is investigated.
The explosive mixtures of the desired composition were
prepared via the partial pressure method and allowed to
mix for at least 24 hours prior to being used. Piezoelec-
tric transducers (PCB Piezotronics, Inc.) were used for
pressure measurement and for the measurement of deto-
nation velocity, 2 mm diameter fiber optics were spaced
periodically along the entire length of the test section.
Detonation velocity was determined from the time-of-
arrival of the detonation at various optical probe loca-
tions. Typical output from the optical detectors is shown
in Fig. 2.

3 Results and discussion

The variation of detonation velocity with initial pressure
and tube diameter is first discussed. Figure 3 exemplar-
ily shows the velocity measurement along the small tubes
for the stoichiometric C3H8 + 5O2 mixture. Practically,
from the optical fibers measurement as shown in Fig.
2, a local velocity (from two adjacent probes) can be
computed. An overall averaged velocity over the length
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Fig. 3 Normalized propagation velocity inside the 3.2 and 50.8 mm diameter tubes with decreasing initial pressure for the
C3H8 + 5O2 mixture.
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Fig. 4 Normalized propagation velocity as function of the initial pressure for different tube diameters and mixtures. (Open
symbols are used to show the average values of the local propagation velocity fluctuations in the vicinity of the detonation
limit.)

of the tube can also be deduced from Fig. 3. In gen-
eral for all tested mixtures, at high initial pressures and
large tube diameters (well within the limits), the prop-
agation velocities approach the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ)
velocity value computed using the chemical equilibrium
software CEA [17]. The fluctuations in the local veloc-
ity are also small and an essentially steady velocity can
be determined. By reducing the initial pressure, hence
the sensitivity of the mixture, the onset of limit is ap-
proached and the velocity deficit increases. As observed
in a wealth of other studies in the literature (e.g., [18-
24]), the onset of limit (or condition close to the limit),

particularly for undiluted hydrocarbon mixtures, is sig-
nified by large velocity fluctuation showing a spectrum of
different unstable behaviors. These unstable phenomena
are more pronounced in small tube diameters where the
boundary layer influences largely the wave propagation
[23]. Close to failure, the fluctuation of the local velocity
can be quite significant and the local velocity fluctua-
tions are often used to only provide a qualitative idea of
the near limit behavior [24]. In fact, these velocity fluctu-
ations or unstable modes depend strongly on the specific
boundary conditions and therefore, for practical purpose,
it is thus not very useful to consider a global averaged
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Fig. 5 Determination of minimum tube diameters as function of the initial pressure for all tested mixtures.

value of these local velocities to define a universal safety
limit parameter. Furthermore, averaging any fluctuating
quantity often ignores or hides some important physics
and can often lead to some mis-interpretation of the phe-
nomenon. Hence, the detonation limit is determined in
this study as the critical condition past the existence of
a steady minimum propagating velocity; and the onset
of detonation limit is generally indicated by a continu-
ous decay of this steady velocity until it can no longer
be observed. In Fig. 4, the steady velocity normalized
with the CJ value (or equivalently the velocity deficit)
as a function of the initial pressure is plotted for differ-
ent tubes and all tested mixtures. The filled black data
points in the figure represent the measured steady ve-

locity results. For comparison and clarity, the averaged
velocities below the critical initial pressure for steady
detonation propagation, i.e., average values of the local
propagation velocity fluctuations due to various unstable
behaviors in the vicinity of the detonation limit are also
given using the open symbols in these plots. These av-
erage velocities indeed follow very well the trend of the
velocity deficits from the steady velocity data. As the
limit approaches, an abrupt drop in velocity deficit can
be observed in all cases with the appearance of some ve-
locity fluctuations. It is perhaps worth mentioning that
in highly argon-diluted mixtures, past the critical pres-
sure limit defined by the steady velocity criterion, the
wave fails generally with a further slight decrease in ini-
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Mixture A m

C2H2 + 2.5O2 + 85%Ar 83.87 0.91
C2H2 + 2.5O2 + 70%Ar 28.64 0.90

C2H2 + 5N2O 42.69 1.05
C3H8 + 5O2 44.23 0.97
CH4 + 2O2 161.88 1.07

Table 1 Minimum tube diameter for detonation propaga-
tion as function of the initial pressure given by Dmin [mm] =
A(Po[kPa])−m

tial pressure. However, for undiluted mixtures the results
are observed to be different. Past the critical limit de-
fined in this work using the results of steady velocity,
detonations in undiluted mixtures can still exhibit dif-
ferent unstable propagation modes. Therefore, average
values of the velocity fluctuations due to these unsta-
ble behaviors can still be estimated and plotted for a
relatively large pressure range below the steady state ve-
locity limit. Such difference can perhaps be explained
by the mechanisms responsible for the failure in both
argon-diluted and undiluted mixtures. As discussed in
previous studies on detonation limits [23], detonations
in highly argon-diluted mixtures are failed by the wave
curvature caused by the boundary layer effect. Past the
critical frontal curvature, a steady detonation can longer
exist, leading to failure or limit. In contrast, at criti-
cal conditions instability at the detonation front plays
a significant role in undiluted mixtures. Although the
propagation may be unsteady with significant velocity
fluctuation, the instability effect provides the detonation
wave an ability to maintain its propagation and causes
different near-limit unstable behaviors [13]. In general,
it can also be seen from Fig. 4 that the smaller the tube
diameter the higher is the critical pressure for limit, and
the smaller is the propagation velocity at fixed initial
pressure.

Using these present results, Fig. 5 summarizes alter-
natively the Go/NoGo plots as a function of the initial
pressure for different diameter tubes. The corresponding
limit (or the maximum safe diameter as named by Fis-
cher et al., [11]) can be depicted more clearly in these
log-log diagrams versus the initial pressure. The power-
law correlations between the minimum tube diameters
for detonation propagation as a function of initial pres-
sure for different mixtures obtained from least-square re-
gression are presented in Table 1.

It is established that detonation usually propagates
in a tube diameter with at least one-third the size of det-
onation cell width λ, the so-called the λ/3 rule [2]. As
explained by Lee [25], since π ·D represents the largest
characteristic length scale of the tube it should correlate
with the length scale that characterizes the sensitivity of
the mixture, i.e., detonation cell size λ. This argument
thus leads to the λ/3 rule. Here, it is thus worth to corre-
late the present minimum diameter results with available
detonation cell size data mostly tabulated in the CAL-

Mixture C n

C2H2 + 2.5O2 + 70%Ar 348.1 1.34
C2H2 + 5N2O 115.6 1.13
C3H8 + 5O2 230.0 1.27
CH4 + 2O2 996.0 1.28

Table 2 Cell size correlations for mixtures as function of
the initial pressure given by λ [mm] = C(Po[kPa])−n. (Cell
size for the C2H2 + 5N2O is determined using the universal
critical tube diameter relationship dc = 13λ (Zhang et al.
[28]))

TECH Detonation Database [26] to validate again this
rule. The curve fit correlations of available cell size data
as a function of initial pressure for the mixtures con-
sidered in this study (except C2H2 + 2.5O2 + 85%Ar
of which cell size data are not readily available) were
derived previously by Radulescu [27], Zhang et al. [28]
and Lee et al. [24]; and these are summarized in Table
2. Figure 6 also shows the λ/3 corresponding to each
limiting condition of each experiment, as well as the cor-
relation from all experimental data represented by the
dashed line. Figure 6 is presented in the same format
as the data published by Fischer et al. [11] in order to
present all key results in one single plot and to determine
the limit. By comparing the minimum tube diameter D
for detonation propagation and cell size λ at the limit
condition, it is found that for all mixtures the bound-
ary defining the limit is reasonably close to D ∼ λ/3
as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the λ/3 rule is valid and
can be used for most practical purposes to determine the
limit condition once the detonation cell width is known
from either model estimation or interpolation of experi-
mental data. For conservative consideration, due to the
inherent uncertainty in the cell size measurement and the
unstable phenomenon at the onset of limit which some-
time render its definition difficult, it may be necessary
to introduce a safety factor of 0.5 as suggested by Fis-
cher et al. [11], i.e., D ≈ 0.5 · λ/3 represented by the
solid line in Fig. 6. This could in fact cover the devi-
ation of smallest minimum diameters determined from
the present experimental measurement.

4 Concluding remarks

In this paper, the limit of detonation propagation in
round tubes is investigated. Five tube diameters with
large L/D ratio and five different combustible mixtures
are considered for the experiments. Using the steady ve-
locity deficit measurement to determine the limit, the
dependency of minimum tube diameter for detonation
propagation on initial pressure is obtained. These mea-
sured velocity data shall be useful for safety assessment
in process industries and also in developing and validat-
ing models for detonation limits [29, 30]. By comparing
the detonation width with the minimum tube diameter
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Fig. 6 Determination of the limit criterion and validation of
the λ/3 rule.

for detonation propagation, the λ/3 rule is found to be
applicable over a range of diameter tube size, and in-
deed should also be valid for micro-scale tube as found
by Fischer et al. [11] and Brandes et al. [31]. Hence,
for safety engineering purpose this criterion serves well
as an appropriate estimation of minimum tube diame-
ter for detonation propagation over a range of diameter
scales. Nevertheless, to understand further the detona-
tion limit and the physical mechanism responsible for
this phenomenon in order to come up with a more fun-
damental criterion to define the minimum tube diameter
for propagation, a closer look and analysis of the insta-
bility of the propagating cellular detonation front as the
limits are approached is needed.
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